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Reading free Western
civilization questions and
answers Copy
from the mystical beliefs of ancient egyptians to the
ingenious inventions of the chinese dynasties we ve got
trivia questions that will challenge and delight your history
loving brain ready to dive into the mysteries of the past 90
ancient history trivia questions and answers by january
nelson updated november 9 2022 jeremy bishop table of
contents if you re a history buff you re going to love this quiz
it will test how much you know about the roman empire and
other ancient civilizations 1 which ancient civilization
developed the great pyramids of giza and the sphinx a
ancient greece b ancient rome c ancient egypt d ancient
mesopotamia answer c ancient egypt 2 mesopotamia was
located between which two rivers a nile and tigris b indus
and euphrates c tigris and euphrates d yellow and yangtze
where on earth is that take this history quiz at encyclopedia
britannica to test your knowledge of the phonecians the
egyptians and other periods of ancient history 1 what was
the primary writing material in ancient egypt show answer 2
what are socrates plato or aristotle known for show answer 3
what is the colosseum in rome originally known as show
answer 4 which dynasty built the great wall of china show
answer 5 what was the script used in the indus valley
civilization called show answer 6 4 min image mammoth e
getty images about this quiz ancient civilizations take us on a
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trip all around the world from asia to china and all across
europe there are so many places that history has touched in
the world each civilization had its customs and way of life
that we have the opportunity to learn more and more about
every day round 1 easy ancient history trivia questions and
answers who was the egyptian queen who was the lover of
both julius caesar and mark anthony cleopatra which
civilisation invented the wheel sumerians which civilization
built the pyramids of giza egyptians who was the patriarch of
the israelites abraham historians debate this very question
trying to determine whether civilization was a bottom up or
top down development 1 most likely it was a bit of both 2
some people think civilization is an advanced stage in the
progression of human cultural evolution google classroom
microsoft teams overview the indus river valley civilization
3300 1300 bce also known as the harappan civilization
extended from modern day northeast afghanistan to
pakistan and northwest india where on earth is that from
athena to zeus basics of greek mythology take this history
true or false quiz at encyclopedia britannica to test your
knowledge of ancient civilizations this statue is modeled on
patrician sculpture from the roman republic report a problem
do 9 problems learn for free about math art computer
programming economics physics chemistry biology medicine
finance history and more khan academy is a nonprofit with
the mission of providing a free world class education for
anyone anywhere take these online civilization quizzes to
test how much you know about various civilizations and their
complex social structure including various cities possessing
unique cultures and technological advancements what do
you know about the ancient indus valley civilization these
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questions cover a wide range of ancient civilizations
including ancient egypt greece rome and mesopotamia in
addition to the technical aspects of ancient history there are
also many fun and interesting facts to learn about for
example did you know that the great pyramid of giza was the
tallest man made structure for over 3 800 years below is our
list of ancient egypt trivia questions ancient egypt is one of
the most successful civilizations to date and they left a
lasting legacy that still inspires and captivates people to this
day their achievements range from the monumental wonders
that are the pyramids to some of the most fascinating rulers
of any time period 1 which of the following was not an
invention of the mesopotamians a the wheel b the plow c
writing d gunpowder correct answer d gunpowder
explanation gunpowder was not an invention of the
mesopotamians it is believed to have originated in china
during the 9th century and was later introduced to the
middle east and europe 1 what river was the lifeblood of
ancient egypt providing fertile soil and facilitating trade a
tigris river b euphrates river c nile river d indus river answer
c nile river 2 who was the ruler of ancient egypt known as
the pharaoh a emperor b king c caesar d pharaoh answer d
pharaoh 3 1 in greek mythology what did the golden arrow of
eros make people do a fall in love b fight with each other c
sing a song click to see the correct answer 2 what is the king
of all gods in the greek mythology a apollo b zeus c homer
click to see the correct answer 3 what were tunics called in
the ancient greek a togas here are the civilization quiz trivia
questions according to some interesting and bizarre
information about ancient civilization civilization quiz trivia
questions 1 during which ancient civilization pygmies and
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dwarfs were seen as people with celestial gifts egypt
mesopotamia roman jiahu 2 191 civilization essay topic ideas
examples updated mar 2nd 2024 23 min table of contents
best civilization topic ideas essay examples mesopotamian
civilization question 1 answer the following questions
question 1 state the location of the mesopotamian
civilization answer the mesopotamian civilization emerged in
the fertile land between the tigris and euphrates rivers
question 2 explain the role of city states in mesopotamia
answer



60 fascinating trivia questions
about ancient civilizations May 01
2024
from the mystical beliefs of ancient egyptians to the
ingenious inventions of the chinese dynasties we ve got
trivia questions that will challenge and delight your history
loving brain ready to dive into the mysteries of the past

90 ancient history trivia questions
and answers thought Mar 31 2024
90 ancient history trivia questions and answers by january
nelson updated november 9 2022 jeremy bishop table of
contents if you re a history buff you re going to love this quiz
it will test how much you know about the roman empire and
other ancient civilizations

30 ancient civilizations quiz
questions and answers Feb 28 2024
1 which ancient civilization developed the great pyramids of
giza and the sphinx a ancient greece b ancient rome c
ancient egypt d ancient mesopotamia answer c ancient
egypt 2 mesopotamia was located between which two rivers
a nile and tigris b indus and euphrates c tigris and euphrates
d yellow and yangtze



ancient civilizations quiz britannica
Jan 29 2024
where on earth is that take this history quiz at encyclopedia
britannica to test your knowledge of the phonecians the
egyptians and other periods of ancient history

quiz from pharaohs to philosophers
55 trivia questions Dec 28 2023
1 what was the primary writing material in ancient egypt
show answer 2 what are socrates plato or aristotle known for
show answer 3 what is the colosseum in rome originally
known as show answer 4 which dynasty built the great wall
of china show answer 5 what was the script used in the indus
valley civilization called show answer 6

the ancient civilizations quiz
howstuffworks Nov 26 2023
4 min image mammoth e getty images about this quiz
ancient civilizations take us on a trip all around the world
from asia to china and all across europe there are so many
places that history has touched in the world each civilization
had its customs and way of life that we have the opportunity
to learn more and more about every day



50 ancient history quiz questions
and answers quiz trivia games Oct
26 2023
round 1 easy ancient history trivia questions and answers
who was the egyptian queen who was the lover of both julius
caesar and mark anthony cleopatra which civilisation
invented the wheel sumerians which civilization built the
pyramids of giza egyptians who was the patriarch of the
israelites abraham

early civilizations article khan
academy Sep 24 2023
historians debate this very question trying to determine
whether civilization was a bottom up or top down
development 1 most likely it was a bit of both 2 some people
think civilization is an advanced stage in the progression of
human cultural evolution

indus river valley civilizations
article khan academy Aug 24 2023
google classroom microsoft teams overview the indus river
valley civilization 3300 1300 bce also known as the harappan
civilization extended from modern day northeast afghanistan
to pakistan and northwest india



ancient civilizations fact or fiction
quiz britannica Jul 23 2023
where on earth is that from athena to zeus basics of greek
mythology take this history true or false quiz at encyclopedia
britannica to test your knowledge of ancient civilizations

ancient rome quiz practice khan
academy Jun 21 2023
this statue is modeled on patrician sculpture from the roman
republic report a problem do 9 problems learn for free about
math art computer programming economics physics
chemistry biology medicine finance history and more khan
academy is a nonprofit with the mission of providing a free
world class education for anyone anywhere

40 civilization quizzes questions
answers trivia proprofs May 21
2023
take these online civilization quizzes to test how much you
know about various civilizations and their complex social
structure including various cities possessing unique cultures
and technological advancements what do you know about
the ancient indus valley civilization



100 ancient history trivia questions
ranked from easiest to Apr 19 2023
these questions cover a wide range of ancient civilizations
including ancient egypt greece rome and mesopotamia in
addition to the technical aspects of ancient history there are
also many fun and interesting facts to learn about for
example did you know that the great pyramid of giza was the
tallest man made structure for over 3 800 years

ancient egypt trivia questions
conversation starters world Mar 19
2023
below is our list of ancient egypt trivia questions ancient
egypt is one of the most successful civilizations to date and
they left a lasting legacy that still inspires and captivates
people to this day their achievements range from the
monumental wonders that are the pyramids to some of the
most fascinating rulers of any time period

ancient mesopotamia quiz
questions and answers proprofs Feb
15 2023
1 which of the following was not an invention of the
mesopotamians a the wheel b the plow c writing d
gunpowder correct answer d gunpowder explanation



gunpowder was not an invention of the mesopotamians it is
believed to have originated in china during the 9th century
and was later introduced to the middle east and europe

30 ancient egypt quiz questions and
answers Jan 17 2023
1 what river was the lifeblood of ancient egypt providing
fertile soil and facilitating trade a tigris river b euphrates
river c nile river d indus river answer c nile river 2 who was
the ruler of ancient egypt known as the pharaoh a emperor b
king c caesar d pharaoh answer d pharaoh 3

41 ancient greek quiz questions and
answers hellenes Dec 16 2022
1 in greek mythology what did the golden arrow of eros
make people do a fall in love b fight with each other c sing a
song click to see the correct answer 2 what is the king of all
gods in the greek mythology a apollo b zeus c homer click to
see the correct answer 3 what were tunics called in the
ancient greek a togas

30 ancient civilization mcq quiz
trivia questions multiple Nov 14
2022
here are the civilization quiz trivia questions according to
some interesting and bizarre information about ancient



civilization civilization quiz trivia questions 1 during which
ancient civilization pygmies and dwarfs were seen as people
with celestial gifts egypt mesopotamia roman jiahu 2

191 civilization essay topic ideas
examples ivypanda Oct 14 2022
191 civilization essay topic ideas examples updated mar 2nd
2024 23 min table of contents best civilization topic ideas
essay examples mesopotamian civilization

history chapter 2 mesopotamian
civilisation solutions Sep 12 2022
question 1 answer the following questions question 1 state
the location of the mesopotamian civilization answer the
mesopotamian civilization emerged in the fertile land
between the tigris and euphrates rivers question 2 explain
the role of city states in mesopotamia answer
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